Abstract. We present a graph-based method to identify primary flow and transport subnetworks in three-dimensional discrete fracture networks (DFNs). The structure of a DFN lends itself to the use of graphs as a coarse-scale representation that retains the multiscale nature of flow and transport through fracture media. We develop a bipartite graph representation that integrates fracture network topology, fracture geometry, and hydraulic properties. We show that the two most common graph-representations of DFNs, vertices representing intersections and vertices representing fractures, are projections of this bipartite graph thereby providing a generalization of previous DFNgraph frameworks. The primary subnetworks in each DFN are identified by running a heuristic algorithm that determines the edge-disjoint shortest paths through the graph which correspond to the regions where the fastest transport occurs. The method does not have any user-defined parameters and terminates in a finite number of steps. The quality of the method is demonstrated by comparing transport simulations on the identified primary subnetwork and full network, which are in good agreement for early and middle times. These estimates of the first passage times can be achieved with close to an order of magnitude reduction of computational expense using the proposed method.
all lead to flow channelization within a given fracture. Then there is an even smaller scale (1 \times 10 −1 m) along fracture intersections/traces where complicated flow-fields form [58, 79] . Finally, fluid and chemical interactions with the rock matrix surrounding the fractures happen at the scale of individual pores (1 \times 10 −4 m) [50] . Determining the passage time of solutes transported along with flow through these interconnected fracture networks is critical for a variety of subsurface applications including hydrocarbon extraction [30, 42, 52] , environmental restoration of contaminated fractured media [53, 54, 77] , CO 2 sequestration [37] , and aquifer storage and management [45] . One method to model flow and transport through fractured media is discrete fracture networks (DFNs). In the DFN methodology individual fractures are commonly represented as (N -1)-dimensional objects embedded within an N -dimensional space, e.g., lines in two dimensions or planar polygons in three dimensions, and each fracture is assigned a shape, location, and orientation within the domain based on a site characterization. The fractures form an interconnected network embedded within a rock matrix that is considered impermeable. Each fracture is meshed for computation and the governing equations for flow and transport are numerically integrated on the network. Figure 1 shows a steady-state solution for fluid pressure in a three-dimensional DFN composed of 7200 fractures (left), a moderate sized DFN, to highlight the complexity of these simulations. The primary advantage of DFN models over conventional continuum models is that network attributes can be linked to observed flow and transport properties. For example, flow channeling, isolated regions of high velocity in fracture media, is commonly observed in field and laboratory experiments and in numerical simulations [1, 2, 19, 23, 61] . This phenomenon indicates the existence of primary subnetworks, also referred to as the network backbones, where the fastest transport occurs. Flow and transport simulations in DFNs can be used to link the fracture attributes and network structures to inclusion in the backbone.
The choice to explicitly represent fractures and network structure makes DFN models computationally expensive. Even a modestly sized network, such as the one shown in Figure 1 where the mesh contains nearly 16 million nodes, can require several hours for meshing, flow, and transport simulations even when run in parallel. Because of this high computational expense, the application of DFN models has been limited to one-dimensional pipe-network approximations [15, 20] , two-dimensional systems [17, 18, 16] , or relatively small three-dimensional systems [11] . Recent advances in mesh generation [32] , discretization techniques [21, 59, 60] , and computational frameworks [8, 9] along with advances in high performance computing have made computing in DFN models feasible for larger systems. But even these advances are not sufficient for the widespread usage of DFN simulations. The characteristics of fractures in the subsurface can never be known exactly at a particular field site; therefore, the fracture attributes are assumed to be the result of a stochastic process. For computational models the attributes are sampled from distributions whose parameters are determined by geological site characterizations. This results in the need for an ensemble of computational realizations to bound system uncertainty.
One approach to reduce the computational cost of DFN modeling is the identification of network backbones prior to flow and transport simulations. Once a backbone is identified, meshing and simulations need only be performed on a smaller subnetwork of the whole domain [33] . The objective of finding a backbone consists of maximizing the number of fractures removed from the network while minimizing the error in a quantity of interest, such as the distribution of particle transport times, i.e., the breakthrough curve. This problem of backbone identification for system reduction can be cast as a binary optimization problem where elements, such as fractures or intersections, are either retained or removed. However, attacking this binary optimization problem head-on is infeasible. Whenever a fracture is removed from the network, the entire network needs to be remeshed, a new steady-state pressure solution obtained, and particles tracked through the derived subnetwork. For any DFN of reasonable size, it is impossible to put this idea to practice in a optimization workflow as each iteration can take hours.
To make backbone identification possible, a number of heuristic methods have been developed, each with advantages and disadvantages. Intuition about the fractures that make up backbones can be obtained by using the results of flow and transport to extract network backbones a posteriori. Maillot et al. [47] identified backbones in three-dimensional DFNs by considering the total flux on each fracture plane. They applied a user defined threshold to partition the DFN into primary and secondary regions. Aldrich et al. [4] used particle trajectory information from high-fidelity DFN simulations to create a weighted directed graph representation of the DFN. They identified a backbone hierarchy where fractures are ranked by the amount of mass that passed through them. While these methods do identify network backbones, they require that costly high-fidelity flow simulations be performed first.
Another approach is to classify the properties of the fractures and network structure prior to running flow and transport. Which fractures make up the backbone depends on the macroscale structure of the network, e.g., orientations and density, meso-scale hydrological attributes, e.g., fracture permeability [17, 31] , and the boundary conditions [25, 54] . Current methods try to account for these features. For example, a naive approach is to use geometric thresholding, i.e., remove all fractures smaller than a threshold size. These smaller fractures are narrower and have lower permeability and thus the highest resistance to flow. However, backbones tend to be made up of a few larger fractures that are connected together by smaller fractures [31] . Thus, removing all small fractures below a size threshold fails to identify the backbone because it can eliminate primary flow paths, which in turn influences transport properties [78] . Thus, topological properties of the network need to be considered to identify backbones as well.
The structure of a DFN naturally lends itself to the use of graphs as a coarse-scale representation to capture network connectivity. There are multiple ways to represent a fracture network using a graph, but at its core the graph describes how fractures in the network are related to one another. A variety of research teams have used graphs to query topological structures of fracture networks [5, 27] , account for the influence of topology on upscaled properties [24, 64] , link flow properties to topological structure [4, 33, 66, 67, 68, 76] , and partition a DFN for high performance computing (HPC) simulations [9] . One idea to identify a backbone using graphs is to identify the 2-core of the network (the k-core of a graph is the maximal subgraph that contains vertices of degree k or greater [70] ) and remove its complement. Physically, this set corresponds to fractures where transport can enter and exit a fracture through different intersections; all dead-end fractures are recursively removed. In two-dimensional fracture networks, dead-end fractures are no-flow regions and removing them does not influence flow and transport properties, and removing these fractures is a standard preprocessing step [7] . However, in three dimensions these dead-end fractures do contain nonzero flow due to local recirculation caused by pressure gradients along fracture intersections [58] and therefore influence late times in advective transport time distributions. Removing these dead-end fractures prior to flow and transport simulations is inappropriate if long term plume behavior is primarily of interest. Other graphbased methods include finding the union of subgraphs based on the k-shortest loopless paths between source and target vertices, which corresponded to the fewest number of fractures between inflow and outflow boundaries [33] , and using supervised machine learning classification algorithms to identify subgraphs using topological features, e.g., betweenness centrality, and fracture features, e.g., permeability [76] .
We address the problem of backbone identification using a method that combines high-fidelity DFN simulations with a weighted bipartite graph representation of the DFN. A caricature of the method is shown in Figure 2 . Given a DFN F (Figure  2(a) ), we use a mapping \Phi to create a projection of a weighted bipartite graph, denoted G (yellow nodes and edges in Figure 2 (b)), (1) \Phi : F \rightar G .
Next, we find the subgraph G \prime ,
\chi : G \rightar G \prime corresponding to the shortest edge-disjoint paths through the graph (black nodes and edges in Figure 2 (b)) between inflow and outflow boundaries (red and blue nodes, respectively). Finally, we identify the subnetwork F \prime that is the preimage of G \prime ( Figure  2 (c)),
The goal is that for a given metric \| \cdot \| of a flow and transport observable, such as first arrival time of a passive solute carried along with the flow, or peak arrival time (denoted by an operator L), the difference between F and F \prime is acceptably small,
but that the size of the set of removed fractures is as large as possible. The method overcomes the most common limitations in backbone identification methods that require flow and transport simulations or user defined parameters, or that do not consider topological, geometric, and hydrological properties of the DFN. The proposed bipartite graph method accounts for the multiscale nature of flow through fractured media. The largest scale of the network structure is retained through the connectivity of the graph, and in-fracture characteristics are captured through edge weights. To identify a network backbone, we implement a heuristic algorithm to find edge-disjoint paths through the graph that correspond to the paths of least resistance through the DFN due to the adopted edge-weighting scheme. We prove that the algorithm terminates in finite time without user defined parameters to determine the size of the backbone, and also provide an estimate of the required computational time. Quality of the method is determined by computing and comparing transport on the backbone subnetworks and the full networks. In particular, we consider the first passage time through each network and the distribution of passage times. First-passage times are in good agreement. The distribution of passage times is in good agreement for early transit times; however, the tails of the travel time distributions exhibit different scaling behaviors. Nonetheless, accurate estimates of the first passage times can be achieved with close to an order of magnitude reduction of computational expense using the proposed method. In addition to the development and exposition of the method, we show that the two most common graph representations of DFNs, namely, vertices representing intersections and vertices representing fractures, are projections of this bipartite graph thereby providing a generalization of previous DFN-graph frameworks.
2. DFN flow and transport. Flow and transport in low-permeability fractured media, granites, shales, and crystalline rocks, is constrained to fractures embedded within the rock matrix at short and medium time scales [53] . In such systems, the geometry of individual fractures, size, and aperture, and the structure of the network are the principal controls of fluid flow as opposed to other properties such as matrix porosity or pore-size distributions. There are a number of methods used to model flow and the associated transport of dissolved chemical species such as stochastic continuum [54] , dual-porosity/dual-permeability [46] , and DFN.
We focus on the DFN method where individual fractures are represented as planar (N -1)-dimensional objects embedded within an N -dimensional space. Because fracture attributes can never be exactly known in the subsurface, the networks are constructed stochastically. Each fracture is assigned a shape, location, and orientation within the domain by sampling distributions whose parameters are determined by a site characterization. The fractures form a network embedded within an impermeable rock matrix; there is no interaction between flow within the fractures and the solid matrix. Each fracture is meshed for computation, and the governing equations for flow and transport are numerically integrated on the network.
Under the assumption of an incompressible fluid and uniform fracture aperture b, flow through each two-dimensional fracture is equivalent to Poiseuille flow between two parallel plates. Integrating the fluid velocity field in the direction perpendicular to the flow direction reveals that the volumetric flow rate Q per unit fracture width normal to the direction of flow is
where \mu is the fluid viscosity, and \nabla P is the pressure gradient, i.e., the Boussinesq equation [14] . Let k = b 2 /12 denote permeability, and then we can rearrange terms to arrive at Darcy's law,
where q is the Darcy flux (Q/b). Equation (6) determines the local flow field within each two-dimensional fracture plane. The boundary conditions within each fracture are determined by the network structure as well as the global boundary conditions. Without loss of generality, we will consider a DFN within a cubic domain of size L \times L \times L with coordinate system (x, y, z) and assume that flow is driven through the network by a pressure gradient aligned with the x-axis of the domain. Dirichlet boundary conditions for the pressure are applied on the x faces (x \bfzero = (0, y, z) and x \bfL = (L, y, z)), no-flow boundary conditions are applied along lateral boundaries, and we do not consider the effects of gravity for simplicity. These boundary conditions along with volume conservation, (7) \nabla \cdot Q = 0 , and (6) are used to form an elliptic partial differential equation for steady-state distribution of pressure within each network,
The solution to these governing equations provides values of pressure and volumetric flow rates throughout the entire network that can be used to obtain the Eulerian velocity field u(x) = q/\phi within the DFN [49, 57, 72] , where \phi is the fracture porosity. Passive transport through the flow field u(x) within the DFN can be represented using a plume of indivisible nonreactive particles, e.g., using a Lagrangian approach. Since we assumed that the imposed pressure gradient is aligned with the x-axis, the primary direction of flow is the x direction. The set of particle initial positions a are distributed along intersections of the fractures with the inlet plane x \bfzero . The trajectory x(a; t) of a particle starting at a at time t = 0 is given by the advection equation
where the Langrangian velocity v(t; x) is given in terms of the Eulerian velocity u(x) as (10) v(a; t) = u[x(a; t)] .
The length of the pathline \ell is used to parameterize the spatial and temporal coordinates of the particle. Under this formulation, the travel time \tau (a, x L ) of a particle that has crossed the outlet plane x L of a DFN can be written as
where v(x) = \| u(x)\| is the Eulerian velocity magnitude. Along a pathline each particle will pass through numerous fractures. The specific fractures in the pathline are determined by the variable resistance offered by the fracture network which is a function of the local fracture geometry, in-plane intersections, and fracture aperture (equivalently, permeability), as well as global network structure. Darcy's law (see (8) ) implies that locally v(x) \propto k(x); therefore,
.
Let R(x) = 1/k(x) denote hydraulic resistance and we can rewrite the previous equation as
Physically, this integral combines the distance traveled by a particle along with the hydraulic resistance encountered along its pathline. It shows that the travel time of a particle depends upon the internal fracture geometry (length), hydraulic properties (hydraulic resistance), and network structure. Next, we develop a coarse-scale bipartite graph representation of a DFN that accounts for the multiscale nature of fracture networks including these key fracture properties, distance and hydraulic resistance, along with global network structure.
3. Graph representations of DFNs. At the core of the DFN methodology is the conceptual model of a set of fractures, which are discrete entities, intersect with one another to form a network. Let F = \{ f i \} for i = 1, . . . , n denote a fracture network composed of n fractures, and let I = \{ (f i , f j )\} be a set of pairs associated with intersections between fractures; if f i \cap f j \not = \emptyse , then (f i , f j ) \in I. The number of intersections m = | I| depends on the particular shape, orientation, and geometry of the set of fractures in the network. Figure 3 shows an example of the various graph representations of a DFN which we define in this section.
We define a mapping \Phi from the fracture network, defined as the tuple (F, I), into a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) of two disjoint vertex sets U (G) and V (G) with edges E(G) connecting vertices between the two sets. In this mapping, vertices in U correspond to fractures in F , (14) \Phi : f i \rightar u \in U , and vertices in V correspond to intersections, I, between fractures in F ,
\Phi :
Note that the preimage of any vertex v \in V is a pair of fractures in I, Edges e(u, v) \in E are defined using the preimages of u and v,
In other words, there is an edge between vertices u \in U and v \in V if the fracture that maps to u is one of those in the intersection that maps to v. Note, as well, that because F and I are finite, G is also finite.
3.1. Bipartite projections. Next, we define additional graphs that are projections of the bipartite graph G onto the vertex sets U and V . These graphs provide convenient representations for developing algorithms for graph reduction in the following sections. The projections are defined using the neighborhood of vertices in the graph.
Definition 3.1. The neighborhood of a vertex is the set of all adjacent vertices.
Definition 3.2. The projection of a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) onto the vertex set U with respect to the vertex set V is the graph G \prime = (U, E \prime ) with e(u i , u j ) \in E \prime if N (u i ) \cap N (u j ) \not = \emptyse for u i and u j in U .
3.1.1. Fracture vertex projection. The projection of the bipartite graph G onto the vertices in U is equivalent to the following direct mapping \phi that transforms F into a graph G F = (U, E). Let F = \{ f i \} for i = 1, . . . , n denote a DFN composed of n fractures. For every fracture f i \in F , there is a unique vertex u i \in U , (19) \phi : f i \rightar u i .
If two fractures, f i and f j , intersect f i \cap f j \not = \emptyse , then there is an edge in E connecting the corresponding vertices,
Theorem 3.3. The mapping \phi is a bijection between the fractures in F and the vertices in G F .
Proof. By construction there is a unique vertex u \in U for every f \in F (see (19) ). Thus \phi is injective. Likewise, for every vertex u \in U there is a unique fracture in F ,
Thus \phi is also surjective.
Corollary 3.4. The projection G F is isomorphic to F . These facts are useful because they ensure that every subgraph
has a unique preimage F \prime in the fracture network,
that is a subnetwork of the original network, i.e., F \prime \subsete F . Previous studies have used this graph representation of a DFN to characterize and compare network structure [5, 27] and identify network backbones [4, 33, 76] .
Intersection vertex projection.
The projection of the bipartite representation G onto the vertices in V gives the graph G I = (V, E), where the v \in V represent intersections of fractures. This projection is equivalent to the following direct mapping \psi from F to G I . If two fractures, f i and f j , intersect, f i \cap f j \not = \emptyse , then there is a vertex v \in V , (23) \psi :
that represents the line of intersection between the fractures f i and f j . If f i \cap f j \not = \emptyse and f i \cap f k \not = \emptyse , then there is an edge in E connecting the corresponding vertices,
\psi : f i \cap f j \not = \emptyse and f i \cap f k \not = \emptyse \rightar e(u, v) \in E(G I ) .
Under the mapping \psi each fracture is represented by a k-clique where k is the number of intersections on the fracture. Thus, each edge can be thought of as residing on a single fracture, and edge weights can represent hydrological and geometric properties of that fracture. Unlike \phi , \psi is not a bijective mapping between the fractures in F and G I (V, E), because it is not surjective. However, subnetworks F \prime that correspond to subgraphs G \prime = (V (G \prime ) \subsete V (G I ), E(G \prime ) \subsete E(G I )) can be obtained by using projections of subgraphs of the bipartite representation G. This representation can be used as a coarse-scale domain for flow and transport simulations [43, 56] similar to the conventional equivalent pipe-network model for DFN [15, 20, 55] .
3.2. Graph representations of flow problems. Flow problems in a DFN specify inflow and outflow boundaries, and we must capture that information in our graph representation. To do so, we begin by adding source and target vertices, denoted s and t, respectively, into the set of vertices U (G) using the following rules:
1
2. If a fracture f i intersects the outlet plane by (x L ), we add a vertex v to V that corresponds to the line of intersection of the f i with x L . Then there is an edge between the vertex in u corresponding to f i and v and another edge that connects v with t.
If f i \cap x L \not = \emptyse , then \exists v \in V and \exists e(u, v) and e(v, t) \in E, where \Phi - 1 : u \rightar f i .
When considering the projection G I , it is convenient to think of the set of vertices with an edge to s as a single vertex and likewise for t. We will use the notation \ s = \{ v | e(v, s) \in E(G I )\} and \t = \{ v | e(v, t) \in E(G I )\} and treat them as single vertices in G I .
4.
Identifying backbones with an edge-disjoint path algorithm. For our goal of identifying the subnetwork where the fastest transport occurs, we find the path of least resistance through a network. Recall that the projection of G onto vertices in V (the graph G I ) is a coarse-scale representation of the DFN where cliques in G I correspond to individual fractures in F and geometric properties of the fractures, such as length between intersections and hydraulic resistance, are represented as edge weights w(u, v). Thus, we can consider a particle traveling through G I from vertex to vertex as a proxy for transport through F . Equation (13) implies that the resistance along a pathline is a function of internal fracture geometry (length) and hydraulic properties (hydraulic resistance). Thus, along a given edge e(u, v) \in E(G I ) the travel time \tau (u, v) for a particle to move from vertex u to v should scale according to the same behavior as in the DFN, (27) \tau (u, v) \propto R(u, v) \times l(u, v) ,
\| is a measure of distance between the line of intersection represented by the vertex u and v (here we take u(x) \in \BbbR 3 to be the center of the intersection line) and R(u, v) = 1/k(u, v) is the hydraulic resistance on that particular fracture. Using this construction, we can consider a path p = \{ (u, v)\} from source \ŝ to target \t , and the total travel time of the particle scales according to the sum of \tau (u, v) along p, (28) \tau (\ŝ, \t ) \propto \sum
Therefore, the fastest transport in the DFN should occur along fractures that are the preimage of the shortest paths through the graph G I from \ŝ to \t where edge weights are w(u, v) = R(u, v) \times l(u, v). Note that these weights are a combination of geometry and physical attributes of each fracture, and use of paths from \ŝ to \t accounts for the global network structure. Identifying paths of least resistance and linking them to the fastest transport has also been performed in two-and three-dimensional heterogeneous porous media [62, 75] . In many natural media permeability is well described by a lognormal distribution [65] . To partially account for this we consider ln R rather than R. Note that this means the dimensions of this weighting scheme are length.
Computing edge-disjoint paths.
Next, we need to identify the n-shortest weighted loopless paths in G I from \ŝ to \t . The presence of cliques in G I complicates the direct application of this idea. The cliques represent multiple pathways on individual fractures in the DFN. As the number of shortest paths n increases, computing simple shortest paths uncovers permutations of the edges within cliques. Note that this issue does not occur in two-dimensional DFNs because the graph representation G I there is not composed of cliques. Since the union of these paths does not include additional edges other than the clique edges, the preimage in the fractures F does not grow. This problem is resolved by considering edge-disjoint shortest paths from the source to target; two paths in a graph are edge-disjoint if they do not share an edge.
There are several types of edge-disjoint path problems. The one most studied is the edge-disjoint path problem for multiple pairs of source and target vertices. However, we have a simpler problem of considering only a single pair of source and target vertices. Another distinguishing feature of our setup from the standard edgedisjoint shortest path problem is that we do not seek to minimize the sum of disjoint path lengths between source and target [10, 71, 73, 74] . Implementing algorithms designed for shortest path sum can identify sets of disjoint paths that do not include the shortest path [10] , which can eliminate the subgraph corresponding to the subnetwork where the fastest transport occurs.
Based on our requirements for DFN flow problems we select a different method than those typically used for edge-disjoint shortest path problems. We implement a greedy method which identifies a subgraph G \prime by sequentially finding the weighted shortest edge-disjoint paths from the source to the target. The details are presented in Algorithm 1.
Menger's theorem [51] implies that the number of edge-disjoint paths from s to t is the minimum edge cut k of the graph G between s and t. Because the graph is finite, k is also finite. A direct result of this is the following. Proof. For a graph G with n vertices and m edges the weighted shortest path set can be computed using breadth-first search in O(m + n) time [69] . This fact, along with Menger's theorem, providing the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths is k, implies that the required time for the method is O(k(m + n)). Therefore, the method terminates without user defined parameters. This key feature distinguishes the method from other available graph-based methods to find primary subnetworks in DFNs [4, 33, 76] .
Once the subgraph G \prime I has been identified the associated subnetwork F \prime must be extracted from the full network. Recall, however, that G I is not isomorphic to F but G F is isomorphic to F (Corollary 3.4). Therefore, we first project G 
Application and exposition of the method.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the method for identifying network backbones in fracture networks by applying it to two different DFN scenarios. In the first scenario, we fix the network geometry and vary the hydraulic properties. This scenario is meant to test the robustness of the method when the primary uncertainty in the system is hydraulic properties rather than geometric or topological, e.g., a system with a narrow range of length scales of fracture size but widely variable apertures. In the second scenario, we generate a set of 100 independent, identically distributed realizations using the same generation parameters. This scenario tests the robustness of the method when the primary uncertainty in the network is geometric and topological, e.g., a fractured media with a wide range of fracture sizes.
Generation, meshing, flow, and transport of each DFN is performed using the dfnWorks computational suite [35] . The feature-rejection algorithm for meshing (fram) [32] is used to generate a Delaunay triangulation that conforms to fracture intersections. The mesh is refined close to fracture intersections to properly resolve large gradients in the pressure solutions that occur in these regions due to points of singularity at intersections tips. The dual mesh of the Delaunay triangulation, the Voronoi diagram, is in a particular sense optimal for two-point flux finite volume codes. On that mesh of Voronoi control volumes, we compute the steady-state pressure field and then derive the flow solution within the fracture network. The parallelized subsurface flow and reactive transport code pflotran [46] is used to numerically integrate the governing equations for flow described in section 2 to compute the steady-state pressure field using a two-point flux finite volume scheme. The velocity field u(x) within the DFN is obtained from the resulting pressure field using the method presented in [49, 57] , and particle tracking is performed using dfnTrans [49] . Complete mixing is used to determine what direction particles exit out of fracture intersections [40, 49] . Since we consider passive transport, particles do not interact with the matrix, i.e., matrix diffusion and sorption are not considered. We use the NetworkX graph software package [26] for graph representation and to compute each weighted shortest path.
The accuracy of the method is determined by comparing the particle passage times in the original network with those in the identified subnetworks. For each network F and subnetwork F \prime , we consider the relative solute mass flux across the outlet plane,
where M = \int d\Omega m(a) is the total mass of all particles, \tau (x L ; a) is defined in (11), and \Omega = \{ a\} is the set of all initial positions in F . Particle mass is variable and is distributed using flux-weighting [44] . We also consider the first passage time of all particles in each network, (30) \\tau (F ) = inf t \{ \Pi (t) > 0\} .
Scenario 1:
Static network geometry with variable hydraulic properties. The first network is composed of 538 square fractures with sides of length 1 m in a cubic domain with sides of 5 m. Fracture centers are uniformly distributed throughout the domain and normal vectors of the fractures are also uniformly random; there is no preferred fracture orientation. The network intensity, the fracture surface area over total volume P 32 , is 6.54 m −1 . The permeability of each fracture is an independent, identically distributed random variable sampled from a log-normal distribution with mean \mu k and log variance \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k [65] . We fix \mu k = 1 \times 10 −12 m 2 and consider three values of \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k = (0.5, 1, 1.5), which are moderate levels of hydraulic heterogeneity. To consider the influence of uncertainty of hydrological properties, we create 30 independent permeability realizations for each value of \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k . Each DFN is reduced using the bipartite graph algorithm to identify the graph backbone. The resulting subnetworks are substantially smaller than the original network. Close to 70\% of fractures in static networks are removed for all values of \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k . As a result, the surface areas and mesh sizes are also much smaller with typical reductions of about 70\% for both. In turn, the simulations run in about three minutes compared to 10 minutes for the original network.
Figures comparing transport at different levels of \sigma compare \\tau (abscissa) and \\tau \prime (ordinate). Time has been nondimensionalized by the peak breakthrough time (maximum) of \Pi (t) in the aggregate breakthrough of the original networks. We compute the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) to examine linear correlation and root mean squared error (RMSE) to quantify error between the values of \\tau (F ) and \\tau (F \prime ). The distributions of travel times (images in the right column) compare transport through the original network (black line) and the subnetworks identified using the bipartite graph method (blue line). Solid lines are the aggregate of all 30 realizations, and dashed gray lines are the 95\% confidence interval (CI) envelope for the original networks to show variability in the ensemble. For \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k = 0.5, the aggregate curves match well for the initial breakthrough and the peak, as the aggregate subnetwork breakthrough curve falls within the 95\% CI envelope for the original network but deviate at later times, exiting the 95\% CI envelope. The prediction of \\tau is also good, having a low RMSE and high R 2 values. Similar behavior is observed for \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k = 1.0 and \sigma 2 \mathrm{ \mathrm{ k = 1.5 and there is more variations between realizations. The subnetwork breakthrough curves are always within the 95\% CI envelope for early and peak times. Only at late times and low densities are the subnetwork breakthrough curves outside the 95\% CI envelope. As the variance increases, the predictions of \\tau exhibit more scatter, indicated by higher RMSE values. The good match between first arrival times and early/peak breakthrough times for subnetworks and the full networks indicates that the proposed method does a good job of identifying the primary subnetworks as the permeability field changes between realizations while keeping network geometry fixed. As the variability of the permeability field becomes larger, its influence on transport properties is more pronounced. Because the method is sensitive to these changes, it provides good estimates of the particle breakthrough. Other purely topological methods for backbone identification [33] are not able to capture such scenarios.
Scenario 2:
Ensemble of networks with the same statistical properties. For this scenario we construct a set of 100 networks with fracture lengths drawn from a powerlaw distribution (the most commonly observed network type in the natural world [12] ). Each DFN is constructed in a cubic domain with sides of length 15 m and is composed of circular fractures with uniformly random orientations and uniformly random centers. The range of fracture sizes in this example (radii r [m]) is sampled from a truncated powerlaw distribution with exponent \alpha = 2.6 and upper and lower cutoffs (r u = 5 m; r 0 = 1 m), with a probability density function of (31) p r (r) = \alpha r 0 (r/r 0 )
The connected network density [19] is about 10 times the critical percolation value [13] indicating that networks are sufficiently dense such that there are multiple paths between the inflow and outflow boundaries, but the networks are also fairly sparse (average P 32 = 1.97 m −1 ). Variability in hydraulic properties is included in the network by correlating fracture apertures to their radii as in [11, 18, 22, 31, 36, 38, 78] . We use a positively correlated powerlaw relationship b = \gamma r \beta , where \gamma = 5.0 \times 10
and \beta = 0.5 are dimensionless parameters. A result of this relationship is that the fracture permeability is also positively correlated to fracture size; larger fractures have higher permeability values. The permeability distributions have lower variance than the networks considered in scenario 1. The application of Algorithm 1 to reduce the DFN removes over 80\% of the network by fracture count, but only 60\% by surface area (and 75\% of the mesh cells). These values imply that the backbones in the powerlaw networks are primarily made of large fractures. Recall that the hydraulic resistance is inversely correlated to fracture size, i.e., larger fractures have lower hydraulic resistance. Therefore, these subnetworks are geometrically direct paths that also provide low resistance to flow. These features make physical sense and are properties to which the method is sensitive. This reduction in system size results in subnetworks where the simulations run in about four minutes compared to 30 minutes for the original network. Figure 5 (left) shows one-to-one comparisons of the first passage times in subnetworks versus the first passage time through the full network for scenario 2. Time has been nondimensionalized by the peak breakthrough time in the original networks. The first passage times \\tau are in good agreement with R 2 value of 0.96 and RMSE of 1\%. In general, however, the subnetworks do predict slightly earlier first arrival times than the original network, a feature which increases with later arrival times in the original networks. Figure 5 (right) shows the breakthrough curves \Pi (t) (see (29) ) for the original network (black line) and the subnetworks (blue line). The values shown are the aggregate of all 100 networks, and dashed gray lines show variability in the ensemble as the 95\% CI envelope for the original networks. Transport through the subnetworks matches values of \Pi (t) for early arrival times and the peak within the 95\% CI envelope. The distributions in the full network and subnetworks both exhibit powerlaw scaling in the tails of their distributions \Pi (t) \propto t - \beta , but the exponents \beta are different. The full network has an exponent of \beta \approx - 2.6 while the backbones have a slightly larger value \beta \approx - 4. 6. Discussion. We have presented a graph-based multiscale method to identify the subnetworks that correspond to the paths of least resistance through threedimensional fracture networks. The approach uses a bipartite graph to represent the fracture networks and account for key topological, geometric, and hydrological properties, which unifies the two most common graph representations of DFNs, namely, vertices representing intersections and vertices representing fractures, which are projections of this bipartite graph thereby providing a generalization of previous DFNgraph frameworks. The method determines a subgraph based on the union of shortest edge-disjoint paths from source to target, finishes in finite time, and has no user defined parameters. We show that the adopted bipartite-graph representation provides some key properties that link the coarse-scale graph and fine-scale DFN. Specifically, the isomorphism between the projection of the graph onto the vertices, which correspond to fractures, and the fracture networks allows for the unique identification of sub-networks based on subgraphs. Moreover, the projection onto the vertices, which corresponds to intersections in the DFN, allows geometric and hydrological properties of the fracture networks into the graphs as edge weights.
The weighting scheme for the graph edges is based on estimates of particle travel times and the subgraphs obtained using the algorithm correspond to subnetworks where the fastest transport occurs. The quality of the method is demonstrated by comparing first passage time distributions on two different test sets of fracture networks. The first is a DFN composed of uniform-sized square fractures with varying degrees of hydraulic heterogeneity, and the second is a set of 100 independent DFNs composed of fractures whose radii are drawn from a powerlaw distribution. In all cases considered we found that the breakthrough curves of the subnetworks are in good agreement with the original networks for early and peak times. However, they deviate at later times and produce different powerlaw scaling behavior. The latter is expected because late time arrival in fracture networks is controlled by fractures that are not in the network backbone. As previously mentioned, edge weights are based on estimates of particle travel times which is key to identifying the subnetworks where the fastest transport occurs. If one would like to use the algorithm to identify subnetworks that retain other properties of the original DFN, e.g., permeability or late time arrival, then other weighting schemes would need to be considered.
These system reductions result in close to an order of magnitude reduction in the required computing times for meshing, flow, and transport simulations on modestsized networks. The subnetworks contain significantly fewer fractures to mesh, which results in fewer degrees of freedom in the linear system for the pressure and faster convergence of the solver. The time required for transport is also reduced because a smaller number of fractures intersect the inlet plane and thus fewer particles are inserted into the domain.
While we have focused primarily on DFN, the method of backbone identification could also be of use in discrete fracture matrix (DFM) models [3, 6, 28, 41] , where a flow and transport matrix is considered along with that in the DFN. Considering only the network backbone in a DFM would reduce the degrees of freedom and possibly simplify the coupling between the fracture and the surrounding matrix.
In comparison to the other algorithms available to identify primary subnetworks, e.g., Aldrich et al. [4] , Hyman et al. [33] , and Maillot et al. [47] , the proposed method has a few key advantages. The methods proposed by Maillot et al. [47] and Aldrich et al. [4] both require solving flow and transport through the entire DFN prior to backbone identification along with postprocessing of the solutions. From a computational point of view, therefore, these methods are far more expensive. While the method proposed in Hyman et al. [33] does not suffer from these limitations, it does not take into account the network geometry or physical properties such as permeability. Considering the first validation example where the network is fixed and fracture permeabilities are sampled from a log normal distribution, section 5.1, the method of Hyman et al. [33] will return the same subnetwork for every realization of the permeability field and is therefore less robust. Moreover, all three of these methods have tuning parameters to determine what is in the backbone and what is not, which is another disadvantage.
However, the method is not without limitations. Although this method provides good estimates of first passage times, advances can still be made if a focus on characteristics of the breakthrough curve at later times is required. To do so, however, one needs to move past considering only shortest paths in the graph representations. Other graph topological properties such as modularity, centrality, and betweenness might also be considered for more global measures of flow connectivity. While the algorithm will always terminate in finite time and return a subgraph, flow and transport properties are not proven to match those of the original DFN. Thus, in practice, one should always simulate transport through at least one of the original DFNs to ensure that flow and transport through the identified backbones are exhibiting the expected behavior. Moreover, the inclusion of both source and target vertices requires that there be clearly defined inflow and outflow locations in the network. However, this is only the case in a subset of DFN scenarios. In many problems, there might only be a unique inflow or outflow, e.g., hydraulic fracturing models where there is a single horizontal well for production [42] , or there are multiple sources (injection wells) and multiple sinks (production wells), e.g., geothermal extraction and naturally fractured hydrocarbon reservoirs. While the proposed methodology cannot be applied directly to these scenarios, it could be possible to develop extensions of the method to address such situations and warrants further investigation.
